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Abstract. In the current study, two extreme cases are considered for the dispersion of carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) in a polymeric matrix: randomly-oriented and randomly-aligned. The representative volume
element (RVE) is used to represent the composite material consisting of epoxy resin matrix and CNTreinforcement. The finite element method acts as the computational tool to conduct the simulations
and investigate the effective parameters, i.e., the influence of the aspect ratio and the orientation,
on the thermal conductivity of the matrix. A Fortran subroutine was used for both generation and
analysis of the models by means of the MSC Marc finite element package and a Python script was
used for the sensitivity analysis. The results indicate that optimum performance of the CNTs in terms
of thermal conductivity can be reached by orienting them along the temperature gradient whereas a
random distribution improves the conductivity by a smaller magnitude.
Introduction
In the most general case, any combination of two or more materials with different properties and distinct boundaries is referred to as a composite material which provides the capability of adjusting the
compliance of the whole material to some extent [1]. This enables the composite materials to be used
in a variety of applications ranging from industrial and infrastructural forms to sports and musical
instruments [2]. Basically, reinforcements are included in the composite material to compensate for
the deficiencies of the matrix. Based on the type of the inclusion, fibrous, laminated, particulate, or
any combination of these classes of composite materials can be produced [3].
Among all types of inclusion, fibers as ‘pseudo one-dimensional fillers’ [4] have been in practice since
4000 BC but mostly on the meso-scale. Recent nano-technological advancements, e.g. the discovery
of the CNTs in 1991 [5], have attracted a huge amount of research interest. Extremely high elastic modulus (greater than 1 TPa) and tensile strength (10–100 times that of the strongest steel) was reported
for single walled carbon nanotubes with an average density of 1.33 − 1.44 cmg 3 . This unusually high
performance characteristics of the CNTs is remarkable when compared with other materials in the
W
same range of density [6, 7]. From another perspective, a very high thermal conductivity (6600 m·K
)
has also been reported for CNTs [8, 9, 10, 11]. The generally high-standard diverse properties of the
CNTs make them multi-functional reinforcing components for composites.
In terms of mediums for composite materials, average performance should be expected to justify the
incorporation of any reinforcing agents such as the CNTs. Among the available materials as a matrix
component, polymers demonstrate insufficient thermal properties which limits their applicability [9].
To overcome such issues, CNTs were introduced to fortify the somewhat mediocre properties of polymer matrices. Additionally, a direct approach to measure the properties of the CNTs is cumbersome
and thus, measurements are generally done for the matrix-contained CNTs instead of the individual
fiber [12]. The popularity of the computational methods in material characterisation of the composite
can be partly attributed to such complications in the experimental methods.
The finite element method is used to solve a broad range of engineering boundary value problems
among which are the multi-scale/multi-physics problems and the transfer phenomena of the continuum mechanics (mass transfer) and, more specific to the interest of this study, the thermodynamics

(heat transfer) [13]. Several computational efforts were made to investigate the effective parameters on
the thermal conductivity of the CNT-reinforced composites, e.g., mechanical loading [14], fiber aspect
ratio [15, 16], fiber orientation [17, 18], fiber agglomeration [19, 20], and fiber volume fraction [21,
22].
One of the challenges in generating various fiber orientation, using the Monte-Carlo algorithm for
instance (see [23, 24]), is the requirement for a supporting programming language, such as Matlab,
to generate the mesh (see [14] for instance). In the current study, not only an automatised approach is
adopted but also the periodicity of the representative volume element (RVE) is considered to evaluate
the effects of random and aligned dispersion of CNTs in a polymer-based composite.
Methodology
In the current study, the simulation of the heat transfer phenomenon within a fiber-reinforced composite medium was carried out by means of the finite element method [25, 26]. In order to customize the
dispersion of the fibers, a commercial semi-open package, i.e., the MSC.Marc (version 2014.2) software, was used. The important feature of the package is its capability of incorporating personalized
procedures via the Fortran programming language [27]. The subroutines were developed in Fortran
which handled both the random- and aligned-dispersion of the fibers, automatically. However, a Python script was used to modify the mesh density, deal with the results and submit the job.
The periodicity condition was established for the 20 × 20 × 20 nm3 RVE in which the short fibers with
a length of 10% of the RVE edge length, i.e., 2 nm, were embedded. The effective cross sectional area
of the short fibers were assumed to be 1.13 nm2 as a result of a wall thickness of 0.34 nm, and an outer
diameter of 1.4 nm [18]. The thermal conductivity of the individual components of the matrix is listed
in Table 1.
Table 1: Thermal conductivity of the composite components
Component

Material

Matrix
Fiber

Epoxy resin
Carbon nanotube

Conductivity
W
)
( m·K
0.214 [18]
2980 [28]

The thermal analyses were carried out using a uniform mesh which consisted of two types of thermal elements: type 43 and type 36. The former is a 8-node isoparametric hexahedral element which
was used to represent the matrix whereas the latter is basically, the straight 2-node link/truss element
representing the fibers. The prescribed temperature boundary conditions were applied to the top and
bottom face nodes of the RVE to establish a temperature gradient within the matrix (see Fig. 1). The
reaction heat flux of the top face nodes was accumulated and then, used to calculate the effective
thermal conductivity of the composite by means of the Fourier’s law [29]:
λ=

Q̇ ∆z
·
,
A0 ∆T

(1)

where λ is the effective thermal conductivity of the composite, Q̇ is the total reaction flux in the top
boundary conditions, A0 is the cross-sectional area perpendicular to direction of the flux, ∆z is the
distance between the boundary faces, and ∆T is the prescribed temperature gradient.
Several sensitivity analyses were carried out by means of a Python script to obtain the optimum mesh
density. Cubic hexahedral elements were used to discretise the RVE and thus, the uniform mesh density γ can be calculated using the following equation [30]:
1
γ= ,
a

(2)

Fig. 1: Prescribed boundary conditions of the FE prototype (mesh density of 1)

where a is the characteristic dimension of the element, i.e., the edge length of each cube. Several mesh
densities, from 0.05 to 6, were used to monitor the convergence of the effective thermal conductivity
for the aligned fiber prototype.
In every job submission, the algorithm updated the random fiber distribution for each of the analysis
cases. The length of each fiber is assumed and thus, for every fiber volume fraction, the number of
fibers was calculate. In the case of the randomly oriented fibers, two set of coordinates were generated
from which the end point coordinates were modified to set the correct length. If the end point was
located outside of the RVE, the fiber was cut in its intersection point with the RVE and the remaining
length was moved to the opposite face of the RVE. This ensured the periodicity condition of the RVE. A
similar approach was adopted for the aligned fiber cases except that the direction of the fiber is already
known. This procedure was repeated until reaching the required number of fibers (see Fig. 2). Note
that the embedding mechanism of the software simplified the procedure, that is, no node matching or
interface elements were used to incorporate the fibers into the matrix (see [31]).
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the nominal fiber volume fraction was used in the study, that is,
the ratio of sum of the fiber volumes over the gross volume of the RVE. However, in order to be more
accurate, the true fiber volume fraction is also calculated which is defined as the ratio of the fibers

(a) Randomly dispersed fibers

(b) Randomly dispersed aligned
fibers along Y -axis

(c) Randomly dispersed aligned
fibers along Z -axis

Fig. 2: RVE with randomly dispersed and aligned fibers

over the net volume of the RVE. Namely, the net volume of the RVE was obtained by subtracting the
total fiber volume from the gross RVE volume.

Results and Discussion
As a result of random fiber generation and meeting the periodicity condition, the number of total
elements varies in each simulation. Therefore, the sensitivity of each specific fiber volume fraction
was investigated individually. The target quantity was the effective thermal conductivity of the matrix.
For each case, the relative error of the results was calculated with respect to those of the finest mesh,
i.e., the results for the mesh density of 6 (see Table 2). The selection criterion of the best mesh was
defined to be a maximum absolute relative error of 0.5%. By increasing the number of fibers, that is,
the nominal fiber volume fraction, the required mesh density was increased for maintaining the error
within a certain threshold. Namely, the size of elements should be reduced by increasing the fiber
volume fraction.
Table 2: Results of the sensitivity analysis
Nominal fiber
volume fraction
(%)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Uniform
mesh
density
0.05
1.60
2.80
3.40
3.80
4.20
4.30
4.60
4.80
4.80

Relative
absolute error
(%)
0.41
0.49
0.49
0.48
0.47
0.46
0.48
0.47
0.44
0.48

To achieve consistency between the prototypes of each simulation class, the finest required mesh
was selected for all other cases, i.e., a mesh density of 4.8 corresponding to the nominal fiber volume
fraction of 10%. All the simulations, i.e., all the simulations for the two aligned fiber and one dispersed
fiber cases, were conducted using the selected mesh density of 4.8. The periodicity of the RVE was
also considered in the simulations. Each simulation was repeated 20 times per fiber volume fraction
and the average value of the results were obtained (see Table 3).
The improvement in the average effective conductivity of the composite is noticeable—an impressive
25% improvement in average—for the aligned fibers along the Z-axis whereas in the Y -direction
no improvement is observed, i.e., the conductivity of the reinforced matrix remains the same as that
of the pure matrix. It is worth noticing that the improvements are almost independent of the fiber
volume fraction. On the other hand, the randomly-oriented fibers demonstrate slight improvements
in the equivalent thermal conductivity—a maximum of 4.06% in the highest fiber volume fraction.
Obviously, the amount of improvement seems to depend on the magnitude of the fiber volume fraction.
In post-processing of the results, the true fiber volume fraction deviates from the nominal fiber volume
fraction as the volume of the fibers increases which may be influential in high volume fractions (see
Fig. 3).

Table 3: Simulation results of effective thermal conductivity for aligned and dispersed fibers for various fiber volume fractions
Nominal
fiber volume
fraction (%)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

W
Average effective conductivity ( m·K
)
Aligned
Aligned
along
along
Dispersed
Z-axis
Y -axis
0.21663
0.21400
0.21490
0.21915
0.21400
0.21566
0.22163
0.21400
0.21648
0.22484
0.21400
0.21740
0.22738
0.21400
0.21827
0.23050
0.21400
0.21922
0.23243
0.21400
0.22011
0.23575
0.21400
0.22099
0.23851
0.21400
0.22182
0.24048
0.21400
0.22269

Improvement (%)
Aligned
Aligned
along
along
Dispersed
Z-axis
Y -axis
26.04
0.0
0.42
25.24
0.0
0.78
24.67
0.0
1.16
26.02
0.0
1.59
25.42
0.0
2.00
25.85
0.0
2.44
24.49
0.0
2.85
25.01
0.0
3.27
24.78
0.0
3.66
23.83
0.0
4.06

Fig. 3: Results of the simulations based on 20 repetitions per fiber volume fraction

Conclusions
In this study, three cases of random fiber dispersion was considered: aligned parallel to the boundary
conditions (along the Y -axis), aligned perpendicular to the boundary conditions (along the Z-axis), and
randomly dispersed fibers. The generation of short fibers was done by means of Fortran subroutines

and a Python script. The simulations were repeated 20 times for each case and the average results
investigated. The periodicity condition was also considered to improve the results. The higher fiber
volume fraction made the FE model more sensitive to the mesh density in terms of the effective thermal
conductivity. In addition, adding short fibers to the matrix increased the thermal conductivity of the
composite in both cases of random dispersion and aligned along the Z-axis— for a maximum relative
value of 26.04% and 4.06%, respectively. In contrast, no improvement was observed for the aligned
case along the Y -axis. It can be concluded that the optimised direction of the short fibers is along
the temperature gradient while random distribution provides improvement to some extent. Finally, the
deviation of the true fiber volume fraction values from the nominal ones is highly pronounced in high
volume fractions which may be of importance in critical calculations.
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